This paper proposes an efficient approach to model stochastic hybrid systems and to implement Monte Carlo simulation for such models, thus allowing the calculation of various probabilistic indicators: reliability, availability, average production, life cycle cost etc. Stochastic hybrid systems can be considered, most of the time, as Piecewise Deterministic Markov Processes (PDMP). Although PDMP have been long ago formalized and studied from a theoretical point of view by Davis (Davis 1993), they are still difficult to use in real applications. The solution proposed here relies on a novel method to handle the case when the hazard rate of a transition λ depends on continuous variables of the system model, the use of an extension of Modelica 3.3 and on Monte Carlo simulation. We illustrate the approach with a simple example: a heating system subject to failures, for which we give the details of the modeling and some calculation results. We compare our ideas to other approaches reported in the literature.
Introduction
Usually, Modelica models are deterministic; they are built to simulate the nominal behavior of the systems they represent. In order to challenge the functioning of these systems in diverse situations, or in the presence of a varying environment, a degree of randomness is sometimes added to the system inputs.
But the kind of models this paper is dedicated to is quite different: here, the random behavior can be due to the system itself, mainly because of failures and repairs of components. The purpose of reliability, and more generally, of dependability studies is to calculate probabilities of undesirable events such as the failure of the mission of a system, or to estimate the probability distribution of some performances of the system: total production on a given time interval, maintenance cost, number of repairs etc. Usually, dependability studies are performed with dedicated methods and tools, based on discrete (and often even Boolean) models of systems: fault trees, Markov chains, Petri nets, etc.
However, in some situations, a purely discrete representation of a system cannot be a good enough approximation: this is the case of hybrid systems, having both discrete and continuous parts, with strong interactions between the two. Reliability analysts call the study of such systems "dynamic reliability".
Below are two examples showing the need for powerful tools for dynamic reliability studies:
In the probabilistic safety analysis of nuclear power plants, so-called "level 1" studies, that are those aiming at assessing the probability of a core melt, rely on discrete (mainly Boolean) models. But after a core melt, components are subject to physical stresses (temperature, humidity and radioactivity) that may modify their behavior and increase very much their failure rates, and this should be taken into account in "level 2" studies that try to assess the risks of radioactivity release in the environment. Even for level 1 studies, there is a competition in time between the decay of the thermal power that must be evacuated and the failures of components, and the coarse decomposition of scenarios according to large time intervals in which failures can happen can be excessively pessimistic.
Another example of system associated to very high stakes and whose behavior cannot be captured correctly without a stochastic hybrid model is the electrical grid. In this system, transients with extremely different time scales can happen and evolve to blackout situations. For example, after the failure of a line, the intensity increases in the remaining lines; it can augment their temperature which, because of dilatation, makes them come closer to the ground. This increases the probability of a new fault due to a contact between a line and a tree.
Recent results have shown that numerical schemes can solve PDMP with a small size, however Monte Carlo Simulation remains the only possible method for quantification in larger cases.
The purpose of this paper is twofold: it shows how to model a hybrid stochastic system and it gives an efficient Monte Carlo scheme that works even in the case of failure rates varying with the continuous variables of the system.
A review of formalisms used for hybrid system modeling
In this section, we will first give the theoretical model called PDMP (Piecewise Deterministic Markov Processes). Then we will explain the limits of PDMP and why these limits are not a real problem as long as we intend to model physical systems (and not, for example, financial systems). Finally we will see how some existing formalisms (including Modelica) can be used to represent PDMP.
The theoretical model PDMP
The state at time t (x(t), m(t)) t≥0 of a hybrid system is composed of two parts: a continuous one, ( ) n x t ∈  and a discrete one, ( ) m t ∈  .
x(t) usually models physical variables such as temperature, pressure, volume, flow rate, etc., whereas m(t) is the index of the state of the discrete "part" of the system: to each value of m(t), one can associate discrete states (such as working or failed, open or closed etc.) to each component of the system. What makes the resolution of dynamic reliability problems difficult is the existence of bi-directional interactions between x(t) and m(t). Here are some examples of such interactions: • x(t) acts on m(t). When a physical variable reaches a threshold, it can provoke a discrete change: explosion of a tank because of high pressure, evaporation of steam because of high temperature, reaction of the instrumentation and control system. A physical variable can also make a discrete event happen earlier or later: for example, a failure rate may increase with the temperature.
• m(t) acts on x(t). The opening or closure of a valve, the failure of a pump changes the differential equations governing physical variables.
From a mathematical point of view, PDMP contain all the ingredients needed to model stochastic hybrid systems such as those exemplified above (Davis 1993) . The general equations governing the evolution of the PDMP whose state is described by (x(t), m(t)) t≥0 ( ) ( ( ), ( )) 
In other words, it defines the probability that a transition occurs from discrete state i to state j.
Scope and limits of PDMP
The scope of PDMP is quite large: it generalizes all discrete models used in dependability analysis, even those considered as non markovian, (like for example Petri nets with arbitrary probability distributions for delayed transitions) due to the modeling "trick" explained below.
Thanks to the insertion into x(t) of the time elapsed since the beginning of the life of an aging component, it is possible to model the probability distribution of the time to failure of this component, whatever this distribution may be. For example, here is how we can transform a non markovian process with two states modeling a component with a Weibull distributed lifetime into a markovian process, thanks to the addition of time in the definition of the state:
• the "usual" definition (m = 1 corresponds to a working state, and m = 0 corresponds to a failed state):
In this expression, • definition with a PDMP whose continuous variable represents the time: (3), we use the hazard rate of the Weibull distribution. This kind of representation by a PDMP can be generalized to any lifetime distribution; the remarkable case when the hazard rate is in fact constant corresponds to the exponential distribution (see section 3.1).
The large expressive power of PDMP unfortunately comes with a heavy additional burden for analysts: as one can see from the very elementary example given above, PDMP are not at all easy to manipulate. In fact, they are both difficult to specify, and to solve by methods other than Monte Carlo simulation.
How about their limits? Of course, PDMP do not address all the needs for reliability studies of systems involving uncertain dynamics. Neither random continuous inputs nor measurement noise can be captured. Still, PDMP offer a first interesting step beyond classical dynamic dependability models with discrete space. PDMP are interesting in that they do not require the modeling and simulation of full fledge stochastic differential equations. Their MonteCarlo simulation can be performed at reduced cost, as we shall see.
Modeling in practice
Modeling hybrid systems has long been a concern for the study of purely deterministic systems.
For relatively simple models, the graphical representations used in control and signal processing can suffice. They allow the graphical construction of transfer functions, using assemblies of elementary blocks representing integrators, differentiators, multipliers, adders, thresholds etc.
For more complex models, a higher level of abstraction is needed. This can be achieved by the encapsulation of algebraic, differential and discrete equations in objects corresponding to physical components. This is the solution made possible by Modelica. Thanks to Modelica libraries, it is possible to quickly build models of mechanical, electrical, fluid etc. systems, encompassing thousands of equations. However, so far this kind of representation has not been extended to allow a convenient modeling of stochastic hybrid systems.
Thanks to a comparison between various existing modeling languages for PDMP done in (Bouissou and Jankovic 2012) and (Bouissou et. al. 2013) , the missing features in Modelica 3.3 can be identified:
• Asynchronous state machines in which transitions are triggered by events (instead of synchronous state machines triggered by a clock) • Transitions that can be associated to random delays (this is the most important and delicate point) • Allowing several instantaneous transitions from one state having specified probabilities of firing. Section 4 will describe the two first points in detail 2 , but before that, we will give what is in fact the main point of this paper: a smart algorithm allowing to perform Monte Carlo simulation on PDMP. This algorithm is usable whatever the interactions between the discrete and continuous parts of the process and is very economical in terms of CPU usage.
3 Making the Monte Carlo simulation of a PDMP efficient
State of the art
The state of the art Monte Carlo simulation method for PDMP is described in (Zhang et al. 2008) . This paper recalls the mathematical definition of PDMP as it was set up by Davis and gives an iterative simulation algorithm that determines the successive times of process jumps due either to a random event or to the fact that the continuous part of the system reaches the boundary of the currently valid domain for the differential equations.
Starting from the initial state of the system, the first jump date is the minimum of the dates of the set of events corresponding to: -Boundaries crossings: the corresponding dates are obtained by solving the current set of differential equations until one of the continuous variables crosses a threshold; -Random events. In most cases, there is a competition between several transitions associated to individual probability distributions of the times to firing of these transitions (like in a stochastic Petri net). For example, several components can fail at any moment, but if their failures are independent, one will fail first, and this will determine the instant of the first jump date. When the random processes are independent from continuous variables, it is easy to determine, at t=0, the dates of all random events (details given hereafter). But if they are not, their determination is more difficult. We will first recall the definition of the hazard rate, associated to the distribution of any random variable such as the time to a failure or a repair then explain a method able to find in one run, without any backtrack, the date of the first event in the system, whatever its nature (random of boundary crossing). Given a random time T whose cumulative distribution function (cdf) F is defined as ( ) = Pr ( < )
the corresponding hazard rate, λ(t), is defined as:
The hazard rate can then be expressed as
that is
For Monte Carlo simulation, the time to the next event, T, is determined by drawing a uniform random number, r in [0,1], and solving:
When λ is constant, the solution to the differential equation (7) is:
Figure 1: The "inverse cdf" technique for drawing a random number according to a given distribution
In figure 1, this approach is visualized (here: t start is the time instant when the random number r is drawn, and t fire is the time instant of the stochastic event, so T = t fire -t start , the blue curve is the cumulative distribution function F). When the hazard rate of a transition depends on continuous variables x, so, ( , ( )), the cumulative distribution function F can be obtained by integration of eq. (7) and is equal to
Then, the usual and "naïve" way to proceed is to integrate the differential equations up to a "large enough" time, draw a uniform random number r and calculate T as
This process involves solving the differential equations of the model during a sufficiently large time interval and calculation of λ(t) which is dependent on variables of the model. A numerical method is then used for integration of λ(t) followed by calculation of F(t). After this, the integrator of the differential equations needs to be rewound to t fire , an operation normally not present in numerical integration methods.
New method for state dependent hazard rates
Instead of this complex and slow procedure, a new method has been developed that utilizes the fact that F is monotonically increasing and the zero crossing solver for events available in modern integration routines can be used to find the next event time , +1 . The complete set of equations can be defined in the following way: At an event instant = , a transition to the next state of the state machine occurs, the cumulative distribution function F is re-initialized to zero, and a random number r is drawn.
Afterwards the DAE together with the differential equation for F is integrated until ( ) − � , � = 0 This means that the zero crossing of ( ) − � , � triggers a state event 3 and the corresponding (stochastically determined) time instant is the next event instant , +1 .
For notational convenience this description was given for a special case. It is easy to generalize for several state machines where one or more stochastic and/or deterministic transitions are defined at the active states.
Remark: the above approach can be seen as a generalization of the simulation of nonhomogeneous Poisson processes (Sheldon 1990) . Indeed, two methods of generating a Poisson process with known time-varying hazard rate function ( ) are proposed in Section 5.5 of this reference, of which the second one can be seen as a basis of our method: it is proposed in Section 5.5 to compute
and then to invert the equation ( − ) = ( ) for t, where r is a random number drawn at the last event time . We propose to differentiate the above equation, thus making clear that the time-varying intensity ( ) can be given on-line. With this observation, we can now allow that (, , , , ) is a function of the variables of a DAE describing the physical system, F is computed by integrating the differential equation for F together with the system DAE, and the stochastic event time is computed as the state event where F ≥ r becomes true. We discovered our method independently, however, and this reference was subsequently pointed to us by Pierre Brémaud.
Modeling PDMP in Modelica
In this section it is shown how PDMP can be modeled in Modelica and how Monte Carlo simulations can be carried out over such models. Furthermore, with the novel technique from section 3.2 it is possible to model hazard rates that depend on the states of continuous variables in an efficient way.
Overview
In Modelica 3.3 support for hierarchical, synchronous, clocked, state machines (Elmqvist et.al. 2012) was added. Such state machines are evaluated at clock ticks of sampled data systems, and are now the preferred way to model state machines in Modelica. In a prototype of Dymola, this state machine type was extended to model also continuous-time state machines (Elmqvist et.al. 2014) and is the basis for the PDMP implementation in Modelica.
The basic mechanism is a generalization of transitions in the Modelica synchronous state machines, as sketched in the following figure: A transition in a Modelica 3.3 synchronous state machine fires, if its source state is "active" and the transition "condition" becomes true. If transition flag "immediate=true", the transition fires immediately (so at the same clock tick). If "immediate=false", the actual firing occurs at the next clock tick, so it is delayed. This approach is generalized in the following way for continuous-time asynchronous state machines:
-If "immediate=true", the behavior is as before, so the transition fires immediately (at the current model evaluation).
-If "immediate=false", by default a new event iteration is triggered and the transition fires at the next event iteration (so with an infinitesimal small delay that breaks algebraic loops).
There are several useful ways to delay a transition, such as by a fixed time period (e.g. firing after 2ms), or by a time period that is defined stochastically in different ways (as needed for a PDMP). Since there are many possibilities, it seems not possible to predefine this behavior in a language element, but it needs to be configurable by a user.
In the following sub-sections, the different ingredients needed for such a Modelica extension are discussed. 
Random number generation
In order to draw random numbers for the triggering of stochastic transitions, a random number generator is needed. A standard random number generator in a programming language is an impure function and is typically called as "r = random()", so the function has no arguments and returns for every call a different random number, typically in the range 0 ≤ r ≤ 1. It is clear that such a function cannot be implemented as a Modelica function, because Modelica functions are "pure", and return always the same value, when called with the same input arguments. There are the following remedies:
(1) Explicitly pass the internal memory (usually called "seed") of the random number function as input and output arguments:
(r, seed) = random(pre(seed))
As a result, the random function can return a different (r, seed) value only at an event instant, as it should be, because the operator pre(..) can only be used in a discrete equation. It is therefore guaranteed that the random number function cannot be called during continuous integration which would give severe problems with the integration method.
(2) Use an external Modelica function as interface to a C-function, r = random(), and mark this function as impure:
impure function random output Real r; external "C" r = random(); end random;
The "impure" keyword introduced in Modelica 3.3 guarantees that the random function can be basically only called in a when-clause, so at event instants.
Calling a random number generator in any simulation environment is tricky, because there are different requirements and depending on the analysis, simulation runs should (a) use different random number sequences in every simulation run, as for Monte Carlo simulations, or (b) should use the same random number sequences in specific simulations, as for Optimization over Monte Carlo simulations (Looye, Joos 2006) or when developing a model. Taking into account the above observations, a Modelica model was designed to define the random properties globally: The user has to drag model "GlobalSeed" in the model and can then select from two options: in the first case (by default), for every simulation run a different initial seed is selected. In the second case, defined by a flag, initial seeds can be explicitly defined and every simulation run will use the same random number sequence. The selected seeds are displayed in the icon. In a model, the random number generation function is called in the following way: protected outer GlobalSeed globalSeed; Real r "random number"; equation when condition then r = globalSeed.random(); end when;
Since globalSeed.random is defined as an impure function, it can only be called in a when clause, so only at an event instant. Every call returns a different number in the range 0 ≤ r ≤ 1.
Delayed transition blocks
As already mentioned, there are many ways to define the delay of a transition. In order to keep this user configurable, it is proposed to define the delay by a Modelica block, with one Boolean input and one Boolean output signal, which has the following properties:
The input signal of such a block, called enableFire, signals when the source state is active and the transition condition becomes true. The signal is then set to true, until it is explicitly reset (either because the transition fired, or the source state became inactive, e.g., due to the earlier firing of another transition). The delay block triggers an event after a defined "delay time" and at this time instant the output signal fire is set to true. This raising signal triggers the firing of the transition. Immediately, when the source Note, the output fire of the delay block needs to have an infinitesimal small delay via the pre(..) operator in order to break algebraic loops.
Randomly delayed transitions
The approach sketched in section 3 for fixed (not state-dependent) hazard rates leads the following implementation in Modelica, where the implementation of eq. (9) Since the condition time >= t_next is a purely time dependent condition, a Modelica tool will determine the time instant of the fire time in advance and will directly (and therefore efficiently) integrate to this time instant.
Other stochastic distributions can be implemented in a similar way, provided that the distribution of the time to the firing is invariant once the enableFire Boolean has become true.
State dependent randomly delayed transitions
In this section the implementation of the innovative approach from section 3.2 is sketched: the corresponding delay block can be defined in Modelica as: The expression F >= r defines a state event and will therefore trigger a search process to determine the time instant when this condition becomes true up to a certain numerical precision. At this time instant an event is triggered.
Asynchronous state machines
As already mentioned, in a prototype of Dymola the Modelica 3.3 synchronous state machines have been extended to continuous-time (= asynchronous) state machines. For all details see (Elmqvist et.al. 2014) . As a very short summary: the states of a state machine might be non-clocked Modelica models or blocks. The "active" state is always simulated together with the rest of the DAE system and all outgoing transitions from this state are monitored. If one of these transitions fires, an event is triggered, the active state is changed and simulation continues with the new active state. All de-activated state models or blocks are "frozen", so all variables in these objects Here "from" and "to" are the instance names of the blocks used as source and target state of the transition, "condition" is the firing condition and "immediate" is the flag that defines whether the transition is immediately firing or is firing at the next clock tick (the remaining arguments are not important for the following discussion). This "transition" operator holds in principal also for continuous-time state machines. However, the case for "immediate=false" needs to be differently defined: As sketched in the previous sections, a wide variety of useful delay definitions can be provided by different blocks. Therefore, one approach would be to use a replaceable block as additional argument in the transition operator. Example: transition("state1","state2",true,false,true,true,1, redeclare FixedHazardRateDelay delay(hazardRate=0.03));
This call would use block "FixedHazardRateDelay" for the block instance "delay" with the given modifier. Built-in operators in Modelica have the syntax of a function call. However, a block, being replaceable or not, cannot be passed to a function, and therefore, this construct seems to be unnatural to a built-in operator. It would be possible to pass a function object, such as:
transition("state1","state2",true,false,true,true,1, delay = function FixedHazardRateDelay (hazardRate=0.03));
However, with a function object, it would not be possible to define stochastic transitions that depend on continuous-time states (see section 4.5) because a differential equation needs to be solved in the object and state events need to be triggered. It is therefore proposed to define the transition built-in operator with a syntax that is close to the function object:
transition("state1","state2",true,false,true,true,1, delay = block FixedHazardRateDelay (hazardRate=0.03));
Informally, the semantics is that the provided block (here: FixedHazardRateDelay) with its modifier is instantiated in the scope of the source state, so this block is only active and running, when its source state is active and otherwise is "frozen". If a delay block is not explicitly given, the default block will just implement the equation fire = pre(enableFire);
so an infinitesimal small delay will be introduced. Unfortunately, such a built-in operator is uncommon in Modelica (having a replaceable block as an argument to a built-in operator) and it is unclear whether this complicated definition should be introduced into the Modelica language specification.
For this reason, another approach is used in the prototype: The desired delay block is instantiated inside the source state. In the transition, the output of the delay block is utilized. The implementation in the source state is basically straightforward by instantiating from the desired delay block:
An issue is to define, when the random number shall be drawn (that is, when the input enableFire has a rising edge). In the prototype, enableFire is defined to have a rising edge, when the source state is entered. This is inquired, with the (not yet standardized) built-in operator "enteringState()", that is available as a prototype in Dymola. As transition condition simply "<source-state>.delay.y" is used.
5 Case study
Preamble
The test case we are going to use to illustrate our ideas was first used to screen a number of potential tools and approaches adapted to dynamic reliability (Bouissou and Jankovic 2012) , (Bouissou et al 2013) It has the advantage that it is easy to understand. Although this test-case is very simple it has been quite difficult to solve it with tools that were initially designed only for modeling deterministic systems (and this includes Modelica tools). We intend to solve a more complex test-case in the future, such as the well-known "heated tank" problem used by T. Aldemir in (Aldemir 1991) , that has been solved since then with many different approaches e.g. (Lair et. al. 2010) , (Zhang et. al. 2008) , (Broy et. al. 2011) , (Zhang et. al. 2013 ).
The "heated room" test case
Consider a room containing a heater. A temperature sensor with a hysteresis switches the heater on when the ambient temperature falls below 15°C and switches it off when the temperature reaches 20°C.
The outside temperature is constant: 13°C. At time t = 0, the temperature of the room is 17°C, and the heater is on.
The flow of energy (power) traversing the walls is proportional to the difference of temperature between the inside and the outside of the room. When the heater is on, it injects a constant power in the room. Let us suppose that the isolation of the room and the heater power are such that the differential equation giving the evolution of the temperature is as follows (with t in hours, and T in °C): In this expression, heater_is_on is an indicator function, with the value 1 if the heater delivers power and 0 otherwise.
If the heater was not subject to failures, the trajectory of temperature as a function of time would be a deterministic succession of portions of exponential functions, alternatively convex and concave, "oscillating" between 15 and 20 °C.
But in fact, the heater has a constant failure rate λ = 0.01/h, and a constant repair rate µ= 0.1/h. How does this random behaviour affect the evolution of the temperature?
Modelica models for the case study
The system consists of 5 classes: globalSeed (described in section 4.2) heaterController, heater, outsideWeather and heatedRoom. There is only one object of each class. In this case we can have a causal model, where each box has outputs calculated from its inputs. This is why the links are all directed.
The box outsideWeather just contains a constant parameter: the outside temperature, set to 17°C; this value is sent to heatedRoom. In heatedRoom there is the differential equation: The box heaterController just contains a hysteresis taken from the Modelica standard library. The two bounds (minimal and maximal temperatures respectively set to 15 and 20) are defined in this box. The output is a Boolean sent to the box heater; this Boolean is true whenever the heater is supposed to heat.
Heater model with stochastic transitions
With the method sketched in section 4, the heater is modelled as a continuous-time state machine where stochastic delay blocks with constant hazard rates are used inside the states (Figure 6 ). For example "working" is the state when the heater is working. Inside this state a vector of delay blocks with fixed hazard rates are defined and the hazard rates are displayed in the icon ({0.01}/h), so defining here 0.01 failures per hour. This state is instantiated with one delay block, and the transition from "working" to "notWorking" is just referencing the output of this delay block (working.delay [1] .y). This output becomes true after the stochastic delay defined by the hazard rate (a random number is drawn when state "working" is entered). In this case the state machine switches to "notWorking". The repair rate is defined as 0.1 failures/h and the state switches back to "working" again, after this stochastic delay. The output of the heater model is true, if the state machine is in state "working" and the input of the heater (the signal coming from the controller) is true. The result of one simulation of the overall system is shown in figure 7. 
Monte Carlo Simulation
The above model can directly be used to simulate one realization of the random process corresponding to the life of the system. To perform a Monte Carlo simulation to estimate, for example, the mean temperature as a function of time, it is necessary to generate a large number of such trajectories using different initial seeds for every simulation. This task can be performed in Dymola by using appropriate script functions (that are based on the algorithmic part of the Modelica language). A special Modelica/Dymola script has been implemented for this case to run the simulations and store the desired fractiles 5 . In figure  8 , the mean value of the room temperature is shown, as well as the 1% and 99% fractiles at each time point respectively. 10 000 simulations were performed with 500 output points per simulation. On a notebook, these simulations took 25s. Computing the result values for figure 8 took another 45s (the reason is that a very simple algorithm was implemented to compute the fractiles and a better implementation will give a considerable speed-up). The computation of the 99 % fractile z from 10000 simulation runs means that at every grid point of the result 10000 result points are available and that 99 % of these are smaller than z. In other words, 1 % of 10000 values = 100 values are larger than z.
Comparison with approaches in the literature
The same problem (heated room) had been already modelled and solved with three other tools. The details about these experiments can be found in the two ESREL papers already mentioned. The tool Vensim, which is well known in the domain of so called "system dynamics" was originally designed for modelling deterministic differential equations. Its graphical input interface is extremely limited, does not allow encapsulation of models, nor reuse by another means than copy-paste. This tool is not usable for real size systems, the building of models being much too error prone.
The tool KB3, based on the Figaro modeling language, is dedicated to the construction of discrete state stochastic models, for reliability and dependability calculations. With this tool it has been very easy to build a graphical model representing the heated room, using a library for hybrid stochastic Petri nets. The model was solved using the YAMS Monte Carlo simulator, able to process any Figaro model. The main concern with this approach is the impossibility to "separate" in the processing the calculations on the discrete and on the continuous part of the model. Thus it would probably be inefficient in terms of CPU consumption on a large model, just like the approach described in (Zhang et al. 2013) , commented 15 lines below).
Finally, the tool PyCATSHOO based on Python libraries had also been tested. This tool is new and has no graphical interface. However, it uses an object oriented approach such as Modelica, with two distinct hierarchies, corresponding to the relations "is included in" and "inherits from". The PyCATSHOO models include a native notion of stochastic transition, since this tool was designed specifically for solving dynamic reliability problems. Its scalability is ensured by the use of state of the art libraries for solving differential equations and parallelisation of computations.
It will be interesting to make further comparisons of Modelica and PyCATSHOO models resolutions for larger systems.
In (Aldemir 1991) a more complex benchmark is described. From the solutions to this well-known benchmark (already mentioned in section 5.1), the one from (Zhang et.al. 2013 ) is interesting, because here a general purpose continuous-time modeling environment (Simulink) is used together with a state machine (Stateflow) to solve a problem with a state dependent hazard rate. However in this reference, a fixed time step integration is utilized for the simulation and in every step the approximation is used that the hazard rate is constant. The constant hazard rate is integrated over every time step and at the end of every time step random numbers are drawn to check whether the failures of components are to be triggered in the next time step, according to the current values of components failure rates. This technique is less precise and requires a lot more computations compared to the one explained in (Zhang and al. 2008) . This seems to be the price to pay in order to be able to use high level models with a small modeling effort instead of ad hoc programs developed at a high cost in terms of manpower. But in fact, our new approach from section 3.2 is an improvement of the simulation strategy given in (Zhang and al. 2008) , without backtracking and able to use error controlled, variable step-size integrators for the continuous part of the system and yet it allows the use of high level models, as usual in a Modelica environment.
Conclusions
In this paper we have pinpointed the need for considering probabilistic safety analyses in which the fault occurrence and propagation behavior can depend on the physical and control state of the considered system. Indeed, we advocated that reliability modeling should not be kept separate from modeling of physics and control, as it is today. One specific subtlety of the subject is that the joint consideration of reliability and physics require being able to consider state dependent hazard rates for time to failure distributions. As a first contribution, we provided an on-line procedure for Monte-Carlo simulation of such phenomena in the presence of coupling between fault events and system physics. Then, we proposed an extension of the Modelica language to support this kind of modeling. The extension has been meant minimal in that it most possibly relies on existing features. Not all probabilistic phenomena relevant to the joint simulation of reliability and physics are covered by our proposal, but we believe it is a first and significant contribution addressing a large part of the remaining open issues with current approaches.
